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Abstract—Coverage of interest points and network connectivity are two main challenging and practically important issues of Wireless
Sensor Networks (WSNs). Although many studies have exploited the mobility of sensors to improve the quality of coverage and
connectivity, little attention has been paid to the minimization of sensors’ movement, which often consumes the majority of the limited
energy of sensors and thus shortens the network lifetime significantly. To fill in this gap, this paper addresses the challenges of the
Mobile Sensor Deployment (MSD) problem and investigates how to deploy mobile sensors with minimum movement to form a WSN
that provides both target coverage and network connectivity. To this end, the MSD problem is decomposed into two sub-problems:
the Target COVerage (TCOV) problem and the Network CONnectivity (NCON) problem. We then solve TCOV and NCON one by one
and combine their solutions to address the MSD problem. The NP-hardness of TCOV is proved. For a special case of TCOV where
targets disperse from each other farther than double of the coverage radius, an exact algorithm based on the Hungarian method is
proposed to find the optimal solution. For general cases of TCOV, two heuristic algorithms, i.e., the Basic algorithm based on clique
partition and the TV-Greedy algorithm based on Voronoi partition of the deployment region, are proposed to reduce the total movement
distance of sensors. For NCON, an efficient solution based on the Steiner minimum tree with constrained edge length is proposed. The
combination of the solutions to TCOV and NCON, as demonstrated by extensive simulation experiments, offers a promising solution to
the original MSD problem that balances the load of different sensors and prolongs the network lifetime consequently.
Index Terms—Wireless sensor networks, target coverage, connectivity, mobile sensors, energy consumption.
F
1 INTRODUCTION
W IRELESS sensor networks (WSNs) are currentlyused in a wide range of applications including
environmental monitoring [1] and object tracking [2].
Target coverage and connectivity are two main challeng-
ing and practically important issues of WSNs. Target
coverage aims to cover a set of specified points of interest
in the deployment region of a WSN. It characterizes
the monitoring quality of the network [3]. Connectivity
is necessary for sensors in a WSN to collect data and
report data to the sink node. However, WSNs formed by
randomly distributed wireless sensor nodes often cannot
provide satisfactory coverage quality and cannot guaran-
tee the connectivity of the network. In recent years, sen-
sor mobility has been exploited to improve the coverage
quality and connectivity in randomly deployed WSNs
by relocating some mobile sensors to new positions to
enhance the coverage quality and the connectivity of the
network [4]–[8].
In this paper, we addresses a practically important
problem of minimizing sensors’ movement to achieve
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both target coverage and network connectivity in mo-
bile sensor networks. As sensors are usually powered
by energy-limited batteries and thus severely power-
constrained, energy consumption should be the top con-
sideration in mobile sensor networks. Specially, move-
ment of sensors should be minimized to prolong the
network lifetime because sensor movement consumes
much higher energy than sensing and communication
do [6], [9]. However, most of the existing studies aimed
at improving the quality of target coverage, e.g., detect-
ing targets with high detection probabilities, lowering
false alarm rate and detection delay. Little attention has
been paid to minimization of sensor movement. To fill
in this gap, this study focuses on moving sensors to
cover discrete targets and form a connected network
with minimum movement and energy consumption.
To this end, we first formulate the Mobile Sensor
Deployment (MSD) problem with the aim of deploying
mobile sensors to provide target coverage and network
connectivity with minimum movement. The MSD prob-
lem is then decomposed into two sub-problems: Target
COVerage (TCOV) and Network CONnectivity (NCON).
Combining the solutions to the two sub-problems, we
achieve an efficient solution to the MSD problem. The
main contributions of this paper are summarized as
follows:
1) We prove the NP-hardness of the TCOV problem.
For a special case of TCOV in which targets dis-
perse from each other by more than double of the
coverage radius, an exact algorithm based on the
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extended Hungarian method is proposed to find
the optimal solution to TCOV.
2) For the general case of TCOV, two heuristic al-
gorithms are proposed: the Basic algorithm based
on clique partition, and the TV-Greedy algorith-
m based on Voronoi partition diagram of target
points. The Basic algorithm reduces the total move-
ment distance by minimizing the number of sen-
sors to be moved. The TV-Greedy algorithm min-
imizes the total movement distance by grouping
and dispatching sensors according to their proxim-
ity to targets in the Voronoi diagram.
3) For the NCON problem, first an edge length con-
strained Steiner tree is constructed to determine
the Steiner points that are needed to connect the
coverage sensors and the sink, then the extended
Hungarian method is used to find the the optimal
sensors to move to these points.
4) Extensive simulation experiments are conducted to
evaluate the performance of the proposed algo-
rithms. The results demonstrate that the combina-
tion of the solutions to TCOV and NCON offers a
promising solution to the original MSD problem, as
well as balances the load of different sensors and
prolongs the network lifetime consequently.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows.
Section 2 reviews related work. The system model and
problem description are given in Section 3. In Sections
4 and 5, the solutions to the TCOV problem and the
NCON problem are presented, respectively. Theoretical
analyses on the performance of the proposed solutions
are given in Section 6. Section 7 presents the simulation
results and investigates the impact of network parame-
ters on the performance of the proposed solutions. Sec-
tion 8 discusses the extension of the proposed solutions
to be applied to scenarios when the free mobility model
is not applicable. Finally, Section 9 concludes this paper.
2 RELATED WORK
With the emergence of mobile sensors, extensive re-
searches have been promoted on target coverage of
WSNs. According to different application scenarios, the
existing studies can be classified into three categories: (1)
route patrol for collecting data from fixed targets [10]–
[12], (2) detection of mobile targets [4], [5], [13], and (3)
target coverage in dynamic environments [14], [15]. In
these studies, mobile sensors move actively to improve
the surveillance quality, but the optimization of sensor
movement is not explicitly considered. Reactive mobility
is exploited to improve the quality of target detection in
[6], but the movement of sensors is not considered as
the primary optimization objective. In [7] mobile sensors
are scheduled to replace failed static sensors in order
to guarantee coverage ratio with minimum movement
distance. But each sensor concerned in [7] can cover
only one target and the maximum moving distance for
each mobile sensor is limited. In [16], an optimal velocity
schedule is proposed to minimize energy consumption
in movement when the road condition is uniform.
Many research efforts have also been made to improve
the area coverage with mobile sensors with the aim of
maximizing the covered area. In [17], Voronoi diagrams
are used to detect coverage holes. After that, sensors
are dispatched to cover these holes. As a result, the
area coverage ratio is improved. Further, a multiplica-
tives weighted Voronoi diagram is used to discover
the coverage holes corresponding to different sensors
with different sensing ranges [18]. However, Voronoi
diagrams in these studies are constructed according
to the position of mobile sensors, and thus need to
be recomputed after each round of sensor movement.
In [19], mobile sensors are used to improve energy
efficiency of sensors in area coverage. In this work, when
destinations have been determined, mobile sensors are
designed to move along the shortest path to minimize
the energy consumption. Given designated destinations,
k-coverage is studied in [20]. In this work, a competition
scheme is proposed to minimize energy consumption in
movement. In order to balance the energy consumption,
sensors are dispatched in a relay-style [21], or following
the matching results of an energy-weighted graph [22].
In these studies, destinations of mobile sensors are given
in advance, and the energy efficiency is considered in the
path finding process.
Mobility of sensors could also be exploited to en-
hance network connectivity after the coverage stage is
completed. In [23], a triangular deployment strategy is
proposed to dispatch sensors to connect the network
after deploying mobile routers to maximize the coverage
area. In the proposed strategy, sensors move along the
shortest path to the corresponding triangular vertices
in order to save energy. In [24], the authors considered
a hybrid network consisting of both static and mobile
sensors. It first divides the static sensors into groups as
large as possible, and then seeks the minimum number
of mobile sensors to connect these static sensor groups.
In [25], a sensor node relocation approach is proposed
to maintain connectivity between a region of interest and
a center of interest outside the deployment region where
a particular event happens.
The originality of this study and difference from
existing work. (1) In this work, sensors move reactively
and each sensor can cover more than one target, which
is more general in practice, but also makes the problem
more complicated. (2) The Voronoi diagram of targets is
adopted to find the nearest sensor, which avoids blind
competition among mobile sensors. Besides, because our
solution generates the Voronoi diagram according to the
position of targets, it does not require re-computation
of the Voronoi diagram as the targets are static. This
contributes to the lower complexity of the proposed so-
lution. (3) Destinations of mobile sensors are unknown,
which should be computed by our algorithms. When
mobile sensors move to these destinations, both target
coverage and network connectivity are satisfied. (4) In
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order to investigate the impact of network parameters on
the performance of our algorithms, analyses and evalu-
ations are given according to the simulation experiment
results, which provides a reference for practical engi-
neering and theoretical basis for mobile sensor networks
design.
3 SYSTEM MODEL AND PROBLEM STATEMENT
3.1 System Model
In the system model addressed in this study, there are
m targets T = {t1, . . . , tm} with known locations to
be covered, and n mobile sensors S = {s1, . . . , sn}
randomly deployed in the task area. The system model
works as follows:
1) Every mobile sensor knows its own position via a
mounted GPS unit or a localization service in the
network. We also assume that, there is a control
center, e.g., a sink, which collects sensors’ location
information and broadcasts movement orders to
mobile sensors.
2) The task area is free of obstacles against movement.
For the case with obstacles, a sensor is able to
choose an appropriate shortest path to the desti-
nation to bypass the obstacles on the way. In this
work, we focus on determining WHICH sensors
should move and WHERE they should move to
in order to guarantee both target coverage and
network connectivity.
3) Network model: Disk model [26] is adopted for both
sensing and communication of sensors with the
sensing radius rs and the communication radius
rc, respectively. Each target can be covered by more
than one sensor, and each sensor can cover more
than one target. A target is said covered if and only
if there is at least one sensor in the disk of radius
rs centered at the target. The disk is defined as the
target’s coverage disk, and the circle of the coverage
disk is called the target’s coverage circle.
4) Mobility model: The free mobility model [6] is adopt-
ed. In this model, sensors are able to move contin-
uously in any direction and stop anywhere. The
distance that a sensor moves is used to present
the sensor’s energy consumption incurred in the
movement. The movement distance of sensor s to
cover target t is dist(s, t) − rs, where dist(s, t) is
the Euclidean distance between s and t. Similarly,
the movement distance of sensor si to connect with
sensor sj is dist(si, sj) − rc, where dist(si, sj) is
the distance between si and sj . In the obstacle-
free scenario, in order to minimize the movement
distance of a sensor to a target, the sensor should
move along the straight line from its initial position
to the target until it reaches the target’s coverage
circle. Fig. 1 illustrates an example of this straight
line movement pattern.
Coverage disk 
of the target Sensor after movement
Sensor before movement
Move directly 
Move indirectly 
P
Target
Fig. 1. A sensor should move along the straight line
between its initial position and the target to minimize the
movement distance. In this example, the destination of the
mobile sensor is P .
3.2 Problem Statement
3.2.1 Problem Definition
With the aforementioned system model, the formal def-
inition of the MSD problem can be given as follows.
Definition 1. Mobile Sensor Deployment (MSD) problem:
Given m targets with known locations and n mobile sensors
deployed randomly in the task area, the MSD problem seeks the
minimum movement of mobile sensors such that the following
objectives are achieved after mobile sensors reach their new
positions:
1) Every target is covered by at least one mobile sensor.
2) The network formed by all the moved sensors is con-
nected.
The MSD problem concerns two issues, namely target
coverage and network connectivity, thus we divide it
into two sub-problems and conquer them one by one.
First, we focus on deploying mobile sensors to cover
targets with minimum movement. These mobile sensors
are called coverage sensors. Next, we deploy the rest sen-
sors to provide connectivity between coverage sensors
and the sink. The definitions of the two sub-problems
are given below.
Definition 2. Target COVerage (TCOV) problem: Given m
targets with known locations and n mobile sensors deployed
randomly in the task area, move sensors to new positions such
that all the targets are covered and the total movement of
sensors is minimized.
Definition 3. Network CONnectivity (NCON) problem:
Given a sink, the set of coverage sensors, and the rest mobile
sensors after the TCOV problem is solved, NCON seeks the
deployment of the rest mobile sensors to connect coverage
sensors and the sink with minimum movement.
Theorem 1. In TCOV with free mobility model, in order
to minimize the movement distance of mobile sensors, the
number of potential positions to which sensors can move is
finite.
Proof: Assume that there are m targets and n sensors
in the network. We first consider the simple case in
which one sensor covers exactly one target. Under the
free mobility model, if one sensor wants to cover a target,
it should move along the straight line connecting the
sensor and the target and stop at the intersection of the
line and the target’s coverage circle, as shown in Fig. 1.
As there are totally m targets and for each target there
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target`s coverage disk
P
I
P’
A
Sensor S
B
C
Sensor S’
target
sensor
Fig. 2. Targets A, B, and C could be simultaneously
covered by a single sensor (S or S′). Among all the points
in I, P is closest to S, and thus it should be the destination
position of S if S is despatched to cover the three targets.
Similarly, P ′ should be the destination position of S′ if S′
is despatched to cover the targets.
is exactly one optimal destination, the total number of
potential destination points for the sensor is m.
We then consider the general case in which a sensor
can cover more the one target. In this case, because sever-
al targets could be covered by one sensor simultaneously,
their coverage disks intersect with each other. Denote
the intersection part of these coverage disks as I . As
the coverage disks are convex, the intersection I is also
convex [27]. For a sensor outside of I , there exists a
unique point closest to the sensor on the boundary of
I . For instance, as shown in Fig. 2, the coverage disks of
targets A, B, and C intersect with each other. For sensor
S, P is the closest point to S in I and thus should be
the destination of S if S is dispatched to cover the three
targets. Similarly, P ′ is the unique closest point to S′ in
I . For k (1 ≤ k ≤ m), the maximum number of k target
combinations that could be covered by a single sensor
is Ckm. Thus the possible positions for a sensor to move
to cover k targets is at most Ckm. The total number of
potential positions for a sensor to cover multiple targets
is thus bounded by
∑m
k=2 C
k
m.
From the above analysis, to cover m targets, the num-
ber of potential positions a sensor can move to is upper
bounded by 1 + m +
∑m
k=2 C
k
m = 2
m, where the term
1 corresponds to the case that the sensor stays at its
original position. As there are n sensors, the total number
of potential positions the mobile sensors can move to is
at most n∗2m, which is finite as n and m are both finite.
According to Theorem 1, when a sensor moves to one
of its potential positions, a subset of targets are covered.
Thus each potential position of a sensor corresponds to a
subset of targets. For all the n sensors, the total number
of potential positions is limited by n∗2m, which is finite.
This conclusion is critical to help prove the hardness of
the TCOV problem in the next section.
3.2.2 Hardness of the Problem
To show the hardness of the TCOV problem, we define
a special case of TCOV, namely TCOV*, and prove that
it is NP-hard. This naturally induces the NP-hardness of
the original TCOV problem.
The TCOV* problem is a special case of TCOV. In
TCOV*, all the mobile sensors are initially deployed at
the same location, which means that sensors start to
move at the same point. If there exists a solution to
TCOV, then the corresponding TCOV* problem will be
solved by deploying mobiles sensors at the same initial
position, but the converse does not hold.
Theorem 2. The TCOV* problem is NP-hard.
Proof: Denote the power set of T (i.e., the set of
all the targets) by P (T ). Recall that there are totally
n ∗ 2m potential positions for the n mobile sensors to
move to in the TCOV* problem. Each potential position
corresponds to a subset of T , i.e., an element in P (T ).
For each potential position, we assign a weight W to
its corresponding element in P (T ), which is defined as
the movement distance between the mobile sensor and
that potential position. Then the decision version of the
TCOV* problem can transformed into the following set
cover problem: Given the universal set of targets T and a
finite number (no more than n∗2m) of weighted subsets
of T whose union comprises the universe, determine
whether there are some subsets whose total weight is
less than or equal to W , such that the union of these
subsets contains all the elements in T ?
The decision version of TCOV* is equivalent to that
of the weighted set cover problem [28], which is NP-
complete. Therefore, TCOV* is NP-hard.
Remark 1. As TCOV* is a special case of TCOV, TCOV is
also NP-hard.
4 SOLUTIONS TO THE TCOV PROBLEM
Although the TCOV problem is NP-hard, there exists a
special case that can be solved in polynomial time. In
this section, on one hand, we analyze a special case of
TCOV and transform it into an assignment problem [29]
and find the optimal solution; on the other hand, for
the general case of TCOV, we propose two heuristic
algorithms to solve it: the Basic algorithm based on
clique partition, and the TV-Greedy algorithm based on
the Voronoi partition diagram of targets.
4.1 Exact Solutions to A Special Case of TCOV
For a special case of TCOV in which the distance be-
tween any pair of targets is greater than 2rs, an exact
solution based on the extended Hungarian algorithm
is proposed in our previous work [30]. In this special
case, as targets disperse from each other by more than
double of the coverage radius, each sensor can cover
at most one target. Thus different target needs to be
covered by different mobile sensor. The TCOV problem
in this scenario could be transferred to the assignment
problem [29] that is to assign exactly one agent to each
task in such a way that the total cost of the assignment
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is minimized. However, in the traditional assignment
problem the number of agents equals the number of
tasks (n = m), while in our TCOV problem the number
of sensors is usually larger than the number of targets,
i.e., n > m. To deal with this issue, we extended the
Hungarian algorithm proposed in [31] by extending the
cost matrix to a n× n matrix as follows
[ci,j ]n×n =
 c1,1 · · · c1,m 0 · · · 0... ... ... ...
cn,1 · · · cn,m 0 · · · 0
 , (1)
where ci,j (1 ≤ i ≤ n, 1 ≤ j ≤ m) is set as the movement
distance of moving sensor si to cover target tj , i.e.,
ci,j =
{
dist(si, tj)− rs if dist(si, tj) > rs,
0 otherwise. (2)
Here dist(si, tj) is the Euclidean distance between si and
tj . With this extended cost matrix, the optimal solution to
TCOV in the special case could be found in polynomial
time by using the Hungarian algorithm [31]. More details
on the extended Hungarian algorithm can be found in
our previous work [30].
4.2 Heuristic Solutions to the General Case of TCOV
For the general case of the TCOV problem, we propose
two heuristic algorithms to find near optimal solutions.
4.2.1 The Basic Algorithm
A simple heuristic to minimize the movement distance
of sensors is to minimize the number of sensors that need
to move. Actually, after the sensors are deployed, some
targets may have already been covered. Denote the set of
targets that have already been covered by Tinitcov , and
denote the set of uncovered targets by Tneedcov . Then
we have Tneedcov = T \ Tinticov . In order to minimize
the number of mobile sensors that need to move, we
first construct a graph of targets representing whether
targets can be simultaneously covered, then find the
destinations of mobile sensors by using clique partition.
The graph is constructed as follows. For every target in
Tneedcov , there is a vertex in the graph. There is an edge
between two vertices if and only if the corresponding
targets could be simultaneously covered by the same
sensor. After the graph is constructed, we find a mini-
mum clique partition of the constructed graph. Each par-
titioned clique represents a subset of targets that can be
covered by the same sensor. Thus, for targets belonging
the same clique, we need to dispatch only one mobile
sensor to cover them. With this method, the number of
mobile sensors that need to move is minimized. After
the clique partition is obtained, the extended Hungarian
algorithm is used to determine which sensor should be
dispatched to cover the targets in each clique.
The pseudo code of the Basic algorithm is presented
in Algorithm 1. The algorithm first finds out the set of
targets to be covered (Tneedcov) and the set of mobile sen-
sors to be moved (Srest). It then finds a minimum clique
Algorithm 1: The Basic Algorithm
Input: T = t1, t2, ..., tm;// Positions of targets
S = s1, s2, ..., sn;// Initial positions of sensors
rs: // The coverage radius
Boundary = {f1, ...fa};// The boundaries of
the task area
Output: tmc;// The total moving cost
1 tmc← 0; Tinitcov ← ∅; Sinitcov ← ∅;
2 for each ti (1 ≤ i ≤ m) do
3 Stmp ← ∅;
4 for each sj (1 ≤ j ≤ n) do
5 if dist(ti, sj) ≤ rs then
6 Tinticov = Tinticov ∪ {ti};
7 Stmp = Stmp ∪ {si};
8 Sinticov = Sinticov ∪ {sj |dist(ti, sj) ≤
dist(ti, si), si ∈ Stmp }
9 Tneedcov = T \ Tinitcov ; Srest = S \ Sinticov ;
10 Movecost= GEOCP(Tneedcov , Srest, rs, Boundary);
11 (Pdest, Smove, tmc) = extended-Hungarian(Tneedcov ,
Srest, Movecost);
12 return tmc;
partition on the graph of targets in Tneedcov . For every
clique and every sensor in Srest, the potential destination
and corresponding movement distance for the sensor to
cover targets in that clique is computed. The extended
Hungarian algorithm is then used to find which sensor
should be move and move to which potential destination
to cover all the targets in Tneedcov .
Fig. 3 demonstrates the execution of the Basic algo-
rithm. As shown in figure 3(a), there are four targets tA,
tB , ,tC , and tD, and five mobile sensors s1, s2, s3, s4, s5.
Initially target tA is covered by sensor s1, thus Tneedcov =
{tB , tC , tD} and Srest = {s2, s3, s4, s5}. After clique par-
tition, targets in Tneedcov is divided into two group-
s: {tB , tC} and {tD}. According to the output of the
extended-Hungarian algorithm, sensor s2 is moved to
cover both tB and tC , and sensor s4 is moved to cover
tD. The result is shown in figure 3(b).
However, although the Basic algorithm minimizes the
number of sensors to move, it may increase the total
movement distance of sensors. For example, as shown in
Fig. 3(c), target A and B could be covered by one single
sensor. According to the Basic algorithm, s1 should
be moved to cover them because it is closest to the
intersection of the coverage disks of A and B among
the three sensors. However, if we move two s2 and s3
to cover tA and tB respectively, we can further reduce
the total movement distance, although the number of
moved sensors is not minimized. In the next section,
we further propose a Voronoi diagram based algorithm
to minimize the movement of sensors rather than the
number of sensors to move.
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Fig. 3. Illustration of the Basic algorithm: (a) Initial positions of targets and sensors; (b) The results of the Basic
algorithm, in which two sensors need to move; (c) Suboptimality of the Basic algorithm: moving least sensors may
induce longer total movement distance.
4.2.2 The Target-Based Voronoi Greedy Algorithm
In this section, we present a target based Voronoi greedy
algorithm (TV-Greedy) to minimize the total movement
distance of sensors to cover targets.
Basic Idea and Definitions
The basic idea of TV-Greedy is to deploy the nearest
sensor to cover the targets that are uncovered. Since
sensors located in a target’s Voronoi polygon are closer
to this target than to others, we use Voronoi diagrams of
targets to group sensors according to their proximity to
the corresponding target.
For the sake of clarity, the definitions and notations
that will be used in the algorithm description is present-
ed below:
1) If a sensor is located in a target’s Voronoi polygon,
the sensor is defined as a server to this target, and
the target is regarded as a client of its servers. The
set of a target’s servers is called that target’s own
server group (OSG). The sensor in a target’s OSG
that is nearest to the target is called the chief server
of that target, and other sensors are called non-chief
servers of the target.
2) Two targets are neighbors if their Voronoi polygons
share an edge. For two neighboring targets A and
B, the sensor in A’s OSG that is closest to B is
called an aid server to B.
3) A target’s candidate server group (CSG) is the union
of its own chief server and aid servers from neigh-
bors. For a target, only sensors in its CSG will be
dispatched to cover it.
For instance, as shown in Fig. 4, the own server group
of target tB is OSGB = {s4, s5, s6}, in which s4 is the
chief server. For other sensors in OSGB , s6 is the aid
server for tA, and s5 is the aid server for tC . Meanwhile,
tB has an aid server from tC , which is s2. Thus the
candidate server group of tB is CSGB = {s4, s2}. Note
that there is no sensor in target tC ’s Voronoi polygon,
and thus there is no aid server for tB from tC even
though tB and tC are neighbors.
Algorithm Description
TV-Greedy starts from the generation of targets’ Voronoi
diagrams, which divides sensors into independent
groups for each target. With assistance of targets’
Voronoi diagrams, we can construct a sensor group for
each target, which includes sensors in proximity to this
target. Then, the nearest sensor to each target is selected
from the target’s group and its neighbors’ group. After
that, the selected sensor moves to the corresponding
target. Details of the algorithm are described as follows,
and its pseudo code is given in Algorithm 2.
First, the Voronoi diagram of targets is generated
by using the coordinate information of targets which
is known to sensors. Base on the vertices information
of Voronoi polygons, the neighbors of each target are
determined (Steps 1-2 in Algorithm 2).
Second, the own server group OSG of each target is
determined. In each OSG, the own servers (sensors in the
OSG) is sorted by their distances to the client (the target
of the OSG) in ascending order, according to which the
chief server is identified as the first in the sorted list.
For the rest own servers, we identify the aid server for
each neighbor of the client via distance comparison and
sorting, as shown in Fig. 4(b) (Steps 3-6 in Algorithm 2).
Third, for each target, if it is covered initially, sensors
in its OSG stand by and wait for orders (Steps 7-9 in
Algorithm 2). If the target is not covered initially, then
its CSG will be formed, which is a logical server group
merged with the chief server of the target and all the aid
servers from its neighbors.
Then, if the CSG of a target is not empty, the nearest
sensor is selected from the CSG to move (shown in
Fig. 4(c), Steps 10-15 in Algorithm 2). If the CSG is empty,
it means that there is no sensor located in the target’s
Voronoi polygon. In this case, if there exit neighbors
of the target that can share their chief server with the
target, the nearest chief server moves to the nearest new
position which is in the coverage disk of ti’ (shown in
Fig. 4(d), Steps 16-18 in Algorithm 2); otherwise, the
CSG of ti is regenerated by searching aid server of the
2nd order neighbor of ti’s (i.e., neighbors of neighbors)
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Fig. 4. Illustration of the TV-Greedy algorithm.
Algorithm 2: The TV-Greedy Algorithm
Input: T = t1, t2, ..., tm;//The position of all targets
S = s1, s2, ..., sn;//The position of sensors
rs;//The coverage radius
Output: tmc;//The total moving cost
1 Generate the Voronoi diagram (VD) of targets;
2 Determine neighbors for each target according to
their Voronoi polygon;
3 Determine the OSG for each target according to S
and VD;
4 for each OSGi do
5 Determine the chief server ;
6 Identify the aid server for ti’s neighbor;
7 for each ti do
8 if ti has already been covered then
9 Return cost(ti)=0;
10 else
11 Produces CSGi of ti;
12 if CSGi 6= ∅ then
13 Move the nearest server to cover ti;
14 return cost(ti)= moving distance;
15 else
16 if there exit neighbors’ chief servers that
could be shared then
17 move the nearest chief server to cover
ti;
18 Return cost(ti)= moving distance;
19 else
20 Regenerate the CSG of ti by searching
aid servers of the ti’s 2nd or higher
order neighbors;
21 Move the nearest aid server to cover
ti;
22 Return cost(ti)= moving distance ;
23 tmc=tmc+cost(ti)
24 return tmc
or higher order neighbor. After that, the nearest aid
server moves to the nearest new position which is in
ti’s coverage disk (Steps 19-22 in Algorithm 2).
5 SOLUTIONS TO THE NCON PROBLEM
The sensors that are used to cover targets in the TCOV
problem are referred to as coverage sensors. After the
TCOV problem is solved, all the targets are covered by
at least one coverage sensor. Besides the coverage of
targets in the first stage, another important requirement
for a WSN is the connectivity of sensors and the sink,
which promises the data transmission. If the sink and
the coverage sensors are initially connected, then the
connectivity problem is solved; otherwise, we need to
study the NCON problem, i.e., how to connect the sink
and the coverage sensors.
The basic idea of providing connectivity is to relocate
the rest mobile sensors to some locations where they can
connect coverage sensors and the sink. Consider a tree-
topology, where the sink is the root and all the coverage
sensors are the leaf nodes, the goal of NCON is to
relocate mobile sensors to new positions as intermediate
node to connect the sink and coverage sensors, and
the movement of sensor is minimized. From the above
analysis, the NCON problem can be solved in two steps.
• First, we construct an edge length constrained Stein-
er tree spanning all the coverage sensors and the
sink, such that each tree edge length is no longer
than rc. The Steiner tree is required to minimize the
number of sensors that need to move.
• Second, we relocate the rest mobile sensors to the
generated Steiner points to connect the coverage
sensors and the sink. As for the second step, it
is actually the special case of TCOV in which the
Steiner points are regarded as “target”s and the
coverage radius is zero. Then for each target we
need to dispatch a dedicated sensor to cover it.
The key point to solve the NCON problem is to solve
the first step: seeking an edge length constrained Steiner
tree T spanning coverage sensors and the sink. Since
the Steiner tree problem is NP-hard, we propose an
approximate algorithm as follows: (1) constructing an
Euclidean minimum spanning tree, and (2) separating
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Algorithm 3: The ECST Algorithm
Input: S = s1, s2, ..., sn;//The set of mobile sensors
Scov ;//The set of coverage sensors
sink(x, y);//The location of the sink
rc;//The communication radius
Output: SP ;//The set of Steiner points
1 V = Scov ;
2 Construct a complete graph G = (V,E);
3 Construct an Euclidean minimum spanning tree
Tems of G with the sink as the root;
4 for each vi ∈ V and its parent vip do
5 Separate the edge e(vi, vip) into d‖e(vi,v
i
p)‖
rc
e parts;
6 SP (xi, yi)← each separating point;
7 return SP;
Algorithm 4: The ECST-H Algorithm
Input: S = s1, s2, ..., sn;//The set of mobile sensors
Scov ;//The set of coverage sensors
sink(x, y);//The location of the sink
rc;//The communication radius
1 ECST (S, Scov, sink(x, y), rc);
2 extended-Hungarian (SP, S/Scov); //Move the rest
mobile sensors to the Steiner points
3 return movement cost and the deployment orders;
each edge of the spanning tree into the sections with
length not larger than rc. Because the sum of edge length
in an Euclidean minimum spanning tree is minimum, the
number of section points on all edges is minimum. The
EuClidean minimum Spanning Tree (ECST) algorithm is
listed in Algorithm 3.
With the output SP of the ECST algorithm, the next
step is to assign the rest mobile sensors one-by-one to
each point in SP with the minimum movement. Since it
is actually an assignment problem, it can be solved using
the extended Hungarian method described in Section
4.1. Algorithm 4 gives the ECST-Hungarian (ECST-H)
algorithm to solve the NCON problem.
6 THEORETICAL ANALYSES
6.1 Complexity of Algorithms
This section investigates the complexity of the proposed
algorithms to provide a theoretical guidance on whether
the solutions are applicable in practice. Given m targets
and n mobile sensors, we use the Merge sort as our
sorting algorithm, which takes O(n log n) time and O(n)
space in the worst case o sort n data items [32].
6.1.1 Complexity of the Algorithms for TCOV
Recall that the number of fixed targets is m and the
number of mobile sensors is n. In most scenarios, m < n.
As for the extended-Hungarian method, a n × n cost
TABLE 1
Time Complexity of Different Algorithms.
Algorithm Ex-Hungarian Basic TV-Greedy ECST-H
Complexity O(n3) O(n3) O(n logn) O(n3)
matrix is constructed. Hence the time complexity of the
extended-Hungarian method is O(n3) [31].
The Basic algorithm consists of three parts. The first
part is a nested loop from Step 2 to Step 8, whose
complexity is O(mn). The second part is the computation
of potential positions of sensors and corresponding costs
(GEOCP1, Step 10 in Algorithm 1). This part focuses
on the generation of target adjacent graph, mainly on
sorting targets by their distances to the boundary of the
area. The time complexity of GEOCP is O(m3) that was
proven in our previous work [33]. The third part is the
extended-Hungarian method used to dispatch sensors
to partitioned cliques. As the number of cliques must
be no larger than n, this part takes at most O(n3) time.
Thus the total time complexity of the Basic algorithm is
O(m3+n3). When there are less targets than sensors, the
total time complexity of the Basic algorithm is O(n3).
As for the TV-Greedy algorithm shown in Algorithm 2,
the main operations are generating Voronoi diagrams of
targets in Step 1 and sorting by distance to determine
OSG and CSG in Steps 2-3. In Step 1, generating Voronoi
diagrams of m points in a plane takes O(m logm)
time [34]. Hence, the time and space complexity of TV-
Greedy are actually determined by Steps 4-22, whose
functions are grouping and sorting sensors by their
distances to the corresponding target. In Steps 4-6, it
require O(n log n) time in the worst case to sort sensors
in each OSG and there are totally m OSGs. Thus the total
time complexity of Steps 4-6 is O(mn log n). In Steps 7-
22, the worst case happens in Steps 20-22. That is, when
targets are distributed along the diagonal line of the area,
each of the first (m−1) target’s Voronoi polygon has only
one sensor and the rest (n−m+1) sensors are in the m-th
target’s Voronoi polygon. In such a case, the algorithm
starts at the first target to the mth one, and Steps 20-
22 take O(m2(n − m) log(n − m)) time. In conclusion,
the time complexity of TV-Greedy is O(m2n log n). If the
number of targets is a constant, the time complexity of
the TV-Greedy is O(n log n).
6.1.2 Complexity of the Algorithm for NCON
As for the ECST-H algorithm shown in Algorithm 4,
computations consist of two parts: the ECST part and the
extended-Hungarian part. For the ECST part presented
in Algorithm 3, Step 1 runs in a constant time, Step 2
runs in O(n2) time to generate a complete graph of n
vertices, Step 3 needs O(n log n) time [35] to find an
Euclidean minimum spanning tree, and Steps 4-6 run
in O(n) time to sequentially traverse all the edges of
generated spanning tree. The time complexity of the
1. The detailed implementation of GEOCP was given in [33] and is
omitted in this paper due to space limitation.
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ECST algorithm is thus O(n2). The time complexity of
extended-Hungarian algorithm is O(n3). In conclusion,
the total time complexity of ECST-H is O(n3).
As a summary, Table 1 lists the complexity of solutions
for the TCOV problem and for the NCON problem. It
can be concluded from Table 1 that, TV-Greedy has much
lower time complexity than its counterparts. Hence, the
combination of TV-Greedy and ECST-H would be a
promising choice to solve the MSD problem in operation
efficiency matters.
6.2 Communication Overhead
In the proposed algorithms, communications mainly
consist of two parts: the collection of mobile sensors’
initial positions (from sensors to the sink), and the dis-
semination of moving orders (from the sink to sensors),
i.e., which sensors should move and the destinations
they need to move to.
For the first part, there are two difference cases for a
sensor to report its position to the sink: a) the sensor
could communicate with the sink directly, and b) the
sensor need to use some relay sensors to communicate
with the sink. In the former case, the communication cost
is O(1). In the latter case, the communication cost is at
most O(n) as the number of relay nodes is at most n.
Thus the communication cost in the first part is O(n).
For the second part, there are also two difference cases
as in the first part. Assume that the total number of
sensors (both coverage sensors and Steiner sensors) that
need to move is K. If the sensor can directly communi-
cate with the sink, it takes O(1) time for the sink to send
the moving order to the sensor. Otherwise, it takes at
most O(n) time for the sink to send the moving order to
the sensor. Thus the overall communication cost in the
second part is at most O(Kn).
Combining the communication overhead in the two
parts, the total communication overhead of the proposed
algorithms is O(Kn), where K  n in general cases.
7 SIMULATION EXPERIMENTS
7.1 Simulation Settings and Performance Metrics
To evaluate the performance of the proposed algorithms,
we conduct a set of simulations by using Matlab. We
first investigate the performance of the three solutions
to the TCOV problem, namely Ex-Hungarian, Basic, and
TV-Greedy, then study how their combinations with the
ECST-H algorithm perform in solving the MSD problem.
In the simulations, the targets and mobile sensors are
randomly generated in a 400m×400m area. The default
coverage radius and communication radius are rs = 10m
and rc = 15m, respectively. For each combination of
network parameters, we randomly generate 20 instances
of the network and report the mean performance result.
The primary concerned metric is the total movement
distance of sensors. We consider two network parame-
ters that may impact sensors’ movement distance: the
number of targets (m) and the number of mobile sen-
sors (n). As the TV-Greedy algorithm performs the best
among the three algorithms, we also investigate the
performance gap between TV-Greedy and the optimal
solution in a small network to get an impression of how
close TV-Greedy approaches the optimal solution.
7.2 An Illustration of Sensors Deployment
To get an intuitive impression of how our algo-
rithms work, we demonstrate the generated tree
topologies of the three different solutions, name-
ly Ex-Hungarian+ECST-H, Basic+ECST-H, and TV-
Greedy+ECST-H, in Fig. 5. There are 20 targets and 150
sensors in the network. We have the following observa-
tions.
The first observation is that Basic uses the least num-
ber of coverage sensors and TV-Greedy uses the most
number of coverage sensors, while Ex-Hungarian uses
exactly the same number of coverage sensors as targets
because it moves sensors to targets in a one-to-one man-
ner. Different choices of the coverage sensors also impact
the choice of Steiner sensors in the NCON problem.
As shown in Table 2, different solutions use different
number of Steiner sensors to provide connectivity. As
for the total number of both coverage sensors and Steiner
sensors, it is still that Basic+ECST-H uses the least and
TV-Greedy+ECST-H uses the most.
The second observation is that TV-Greedy incurs much
shorter movement distance than the other two solutions
in the coverage stage. Although TV-Greedy uses more
coverage sensors than Ex-Hungarian does (25 vs 19), its
movement distance is much shorter (236.8m vs 424.3m).
This owes to TV-Greedy’s smart strategy in choosing
coverage sensors. It groups sensors according to their
proximity to the targets, and uses the nearest sensor to
cover a target. This effectively reduces the movement
distance to cover all the targets.
It could also be observed that the differences in the
solutions to the TCOV problem affect the performance
of ECST-H in solving the NCON problem, which con-
sequently affect the overall performance of solutions
to the MSD problem. ECST-H performs the best when
Ex-Hungarian is used, slightly better than when TV-
Greedy is used. However, the overall performance of TV-
Greedy+ECST-H is best among the three combinations.
7.3 Performance of Different Algorithms to TCOV
7.3.1 The Impact of Mobile Sensor Number
We first study how the number of mobile sensors affects
the performance of the three solutions to the TCOV prob-
lem when the number of targets is fixed. Two scenarios
are considered. In the first scenario, targets are scattered
sparsely that the distance between any two targets is
greater than 2∗rs. In this case, the Ex-Hungarian method
can find the optimal solution and thus can be used as
the benchmark to evaluate the performance of Basic and
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Fig. 5. Network topologies generated by different combinations of algorithms. There are 20 targets and xxx sensors
in the network. Basic+ECST-H moves the least number of sensors, but TV-Greedy+ECST-H results in the shortest
movement distance, as shown in Table 2.
TABLE 2
Performance data of different combinations of algorithms in Fig. 5.
Algorithm Combination Coverage/Steiner sensors TCOV/NCON movement(m) Total sensors/movement(m)
Ex-Hungarian+ECST-H 20/74 424.3/580.3 94/1004.6
Basic+ECST-H 19/57 493.1/948.1 82/1440.2
TV-Greedy+ECST-H 25/83 236.8/654.4 102/891.2
TV-Greedy. In the second scenario, targets are scattered
randomly and densely. This represents the general case
of TCOV in which the distances between targets might
be less than 2 ∗ rs.
Fig. 6 (a) shows the performance of the three algo-
rithms in the first scenario when n varies from 100
to 400. It shows that when there are more sensors,
all the three algorithms incur less movement distance.
The reason is obvious: With more sensors, each target
can be covered by a closer sensor, which reduces the
total movement distance. Ex-Hungarian performs best
in this scenario, TV-Greedy follows, and Basic performs
worst. Because in this case targets disperse from each
other more than double of communication radius, Ex-
Hungarian can find the optimal solution. Compared to
the optimal solution found by Ex-Hungarian, TV-Greedy
and Basic incur about 25% more distance and 36% more
distance, respectively. Obviously, TV-Greedy performs
better than Basic does.
The performance of the three algorithms in the general
scenario is given in Fig. 6 (b). The trend is similar, i.e.,
all the three algorithms incur shorter movement distance
with larger number of sensors. The difference from the
first scenario is that TV-Greedy and Basic perform better
than the Ex-Hungarian algorithm. This owes to the fact
that in TV-Greedy and Basic different targets can be
covered by the same sensor, while in Ex-Hungarian
every target needs to be covered by distinct sensors.
Thus TV-Greedy and Basic could use less sensors to
achieve coverage which contributes to the reduction
in movement distance. TV-Greedy performs nearly the
same as Basic when the number of sensors is relatively
small (e.g., n ≤ 100), but outperforms Basic significantly
when there are more sensors to dispatch (e.g., n ≥ 150).
Overall, TV-Greedy is superior to both Ex-Hungarian
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Fig. 6. Impact of the mobile sensor number (n) on the
movement distances of the three algorithms when m =
30: (a) When the distances between targets are greater
than 2 ∗ rs; and (b) when targets are scattered randomly.
and Basic in reducing movement sensors in general case
of TCOV.
7.3.2 The Impact of Target Number
The impacts of the target number on the movement dis-
tance of the proposed algorithms are also studied in the
same two scenarios. In both scenarios, as shown in Fig. 7,
the movement distance increases when m increases. The
reason is that when m increases, more targets need to be
covered, which requires more sensors to be moved and
consequently incurs longer movement distance. Fig. 7 (a)
shows the movement distance of different algorithms in
the first scenario, i.e., when targets are spacing greater
than 2 ∗ rs. In this scenario, Ex-Hungarian is optimal
and performs best. TV-Greedy and Basic perform very
close to each other and need about 35% more movement
than EX-Hungarian. The results in the general scenario
is shown in Fig. 7 (b). Again, TV-Greedy outperforms the
other two algorithms, incurs about xx% less movement
distance than Basic and yy% less movement distance
than Ex-Hungarian.
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Fig. 7. Impact of the target number (m) on the movement
distances of the three algorithms when n = 300: (a) When
targets are spacing greater than 2 ∗ rs; and (b) when
targets are scattered randomly.
7.4 Further Investigation of TV-Greedy
7.4.1 Impact of Different Network Parameters
As TV-Greedy performs best among the three algorithms
in the general case of TCOV, we take it as an example
to further investigate how the network parameters, e.g.,
the sensing radius and number of sensors, influence the
performance of our solutions to the TCOV problem.
Fig. 8 (a) plots the total movement distance of TV-
Greedy for different combinations of n and rs when
the target number is fixed at 30. It can be observed
that the total movement distance decreases along with
the increase of both mobile sensors and sensing radius.
However, the impact of increasing mobile sensors is
more significantly than enlarging sensing radius. When
rs is fixed and n increases in the equivalent case, there
is a nearly 60% decrease in the total movement distance.
In contrast, when n is fixed and rs increases in the
equivalent case, there is only about 10% decrease in
the total movement distance. This shows that sensors’
density has much greater effects on the moving cost than
the sensing radius. This can be explained as follows.
When there are more mobile sensors, TV-Greedy has
more choices in selecting coverage sensors for a target,
and it will select the sensor closest to the target to
cover that target. In other words, when there are more
sensors TV-Greedy might select a different set of sensors
as coverage sensors. In contrast, when mobile sensors
are unchanged and only rs increases, it is very possible
that the same set of sensors are selected as coverage
sensors, but with each sensor move shorter distance
due to larger rs. Thus increasing mobile sensors can
reduce total movement distance more significantly than
increasing sensing radius.
Fig. 8 (b) plots the mean and standard deviation of
sensors’ movement with different number of mobile
sensors. Three different sensing radii are considered,
namely rs = 5, 10, 15. We can see that both the mean
and standard deviation of sensors’ movement distance
decrease when there are more mobile sensors, which
means that TV-Greedy achieves better balance of energy
consumption among different nodes. Similar as for the
total movement distance, a larger rs also results in
shorter mean movement distance. However, the impact
of sensing radius rs is lighter than the impact of mobile
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Fig. 8. The impact of network parameters on the per-
formance of TV-Greedy: (a) Total movement distance
when n and rs changes; and (b) The mean and standard
deviation of sensor’s movement distance (only moved
sensors are counted).
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Fig. 9. The impact of sensors’ initial positions on TV-
Greedy’s performance (targets and sensors are marked
as triangles and open circles, respectively): (a) when sen-
sors are initially deployed densely; and (b) when sensors
are initially deployed randomly. Random deployment of
sensors results in shorter total movement distance.
sensor numbers.
The initial deployment of sensors also impacts the
performance of TV-Greedy. Fig. 9 shows TV-Greedy’s
output to cover the same set of targets when sensors
are deployed with different initial positions. There are 30
targets and 150 mobile sensors. In Fig. 9 (a), sensors are
initially deployed densely. In this case, 22 sensors need
to move and the total movement distance is 725.8m. In
Fig. 9 (b), sensors are randomly scattered. In this case,
16 sensors need to move with total movement distance
237.2m. In the network shown in Fig. 9 (a), sensors are
apart from targets. In this case, most sensors have to
move from one Voronoi polygon to another to cover the
targets that are far way, which results more sensors to be
moved and larger total movement distance. In contrast,
sensors in Fig. 9 (b) are randomly scattered, which is
similar to the distribution of targets. In this case, sensors
just need move slightly to cover targets.
7.4.2 Performance Gap Between TV-Greedy and the
Optimal Solution
We study how the solution provided by TV-Greedy ap-
proaches the optimal solution by using a small network.
As shown in Fig. 10, the network consists of 5 targets
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Fig. 10. The network used to study the performance gap
between TV-Greedy and the optimal solution, in which
there are 5 targets and 10 sensors.
and 10 mobile sensors that are randomly deployed in
a 150m×150m area. The network is small so that the
optimal solution could be found by using brute force
searching, which should be {s5 → t1 + t5, s2 → t2, s7 →
t3, s6 → t4}. The total movement distance in the optimal
solution is 31.5m. The solution found by TV-Greedy is
{s8 → t1, s2 → t2, s6 → t3, s7 → t4, s9 → t5}, with total
movement distance of 59.4m. TV-Greedy incurs about
28m more distance than the optimal solution. As a com-
parison, the solution found by the extended Hungarian
method is {s6 → t1, ss → t2, s7 → t3, s8 → t4, s9 → t5}
with total movement distance of 81.2m, which uses
about 50m longer distance than the optimal solution to
cover all the targets.
7.5 Performance of ECST-H
With the positions of coverage sensors generated by
the above three algorithms, the next is to relocate the
rest mobile sensors to connect coverage sensors and the
sink to provide a complete solution to the original MSD
problem. In this part, we test the performance of ECST-H
based on the positions of coverage sensors generated by
EX-Hungarian, Basic and TV-Greedy, respectively. The
sink is placed in the center of the area, as shown in Fig. 5.
Fig. 11 (a) gives the movement distance of ECST-
H when m = 30 and n varies from 200 to 400 with
increment 50. In Fig. 11 (a), ECST-H(E) represents the
result of ECST-H when the Ex-Hungarian method is
used to obtain coverage sensors in the first stage. Simi-
larly, ECST-H(B) and ECST-H(T) represent the result of
ECST-H when Basic and TV-Greedy are used in the first
stage, respectively. As indicated in the figure, the larger
number of sensors, the less movement of sensors for
connectivity. ECST-H(T) outperforms both ECST-H(E)
and ECST-H(B), especially when the number of sensors
exceeds 150. But with the increase of sensor number, all
of the three curves drop, which implies that movement
distance of sensors for connectivity would become small-
er when the sensor density rises.
Fig. 11 (b) shows the movement of sensors in ECST-H
when n = 300 and m varies from 10 to 40 with increment
5. It can be observed that when the number of targets
increases, movement of sensors grows. The reason is
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Fig. 11. Movement distance in ECST-H with different
parameters: (a) m is fixed at 30, n varies; and (b) n is
fixed at 100, m varies.
that more targets generally need more coverage sensors
to cover them. This results in a steiner tree in ECST-H
with more leaves and branches. Therefore, the increase
of Steiner points leads to more sensors’ movement to
connect coverage sensors and the sink. Fig. 11 (b) indi-
cates that, ECST-H(T) requires the minimum movement,
and increases gently compared to its counterparts. ECST-
H(B) soars when targets increase. This is because the
more targets, the more cliques partitioned in Basic (in-
cluding isolated targets), which leads to more coverage
sensors that need to be connected.
8 DISCUSSIONS AND FUTURE WORKS
8.1 When Free Mobility Model Is Not Applicable
Although we build our work on the free mobility model
in this paper, the proposed solutions could be extended
to be applicable to more generalized cases when the free
mobility model is not applicable. We consider two cases
in which the mobile sensor cannot move freely: (a) there
are obstacles in the task area, and (b) the mobile sensors
are limited in moving directions or/and step length.
For the first case, the shortest path between the mobile
sensor and the target might not be the straight line
connecting them. However, the shortest path can be
identified according to the position of obstacles using
the algorithms like Ant Colony Optimization Algorithm-
s [36]. After the shortest path is obtained, each sensor
knows how long it needs to move in order to cover a
target. The proposed solutions can be then applied.
For the second case, consider an example in which the
mobile sensors could move in four directions only (e.g.,
north, south, west, and east) and the length of each step
is limited to be d meters. We can divide the task area
into grids of size dm×dm. The mobile sensors can move
along the grid edges only. In this model, the shortest path
between the mobile sensor and the target, in the form of
a series of segments, can be calculated. As a result, our
solutions can also be applied after every mobile sensor
obtains the distance to be moved to cover a target.
8.2 Future Works
In the future, we plan to extend our work into dis-
tributed algorithms. A distributed solution to the MSD
problem is very attractive because it takes advantage
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of robustness when facing network changes and sensor
failures. The main challenge is that, in the distributed
manner, mobile sensors can communicate only with
sensors in proximity. Similarly, the moving decisions
need to be made locally. However, localized algorithms
face the potentially complicated relationship between
local behavior and global behavior. Algorithms that are
locally optimal may not perform well in a global sense. It
remains our future work to design a distributed variant
of our algorithms to solve the MSD problem.
9 CONCLUSION
In this work, we studied the Mobile Sensor Deployment
(MSD) Problem, aiming at deploying mobile sensors
to provide target coverage and network connectivity
with minimum sensors’ movement, in mobile sensor net-
works. We divided this problem into two sub-problems,
Target COVerage (TCOV) problem and Network CON-
nectivity (NCON) problem. For the TCOV problem, we
prove it is NP-hard. For a special case of TCOV, an
extended Hungarian method is provided to get an opti-
mal solution; for general cases, two heuristic algorithms
are proposed based on clique partition and Voronoi
diagram, respectively. For the NCON problem, we first
propose an edge constrained Steiner tree algorithm to
find destinations of mobile sensors, then use the extend-
ed Hungarian to dispatch rest sensors to connect the net-
work. Theoretical analysis and simulation results show
that, compared with extended Hungarian algorithm and
Basic algorithm, solutions based on TV-Greedy have low
complexity and are very close to the optimum.
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